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STRATEGIC CASE  

Scheme Name Huntworth Roundabout Capacity Improvements Date January 2015 

Case for Change 

Summary of Strategic Case 
Huntworth Roundabout is a key junction in Bridgwater’s highway network and experiences significant peak-time congestion 
and queuing, impacting on access to nearby employment and residential areas and causing blocking back towards the M5 
Junction 24 roundabout. At present this delay is due, in part, to the interaction with slow traffic on the A38 Taunton Road; 
however anticipated changes to the road network (including the construction of the Colley Lane Southern Access Road) are 
expected to relieve this congestion, and the significant levels of future development around the roundabout are instead 
modelled to cause a significant bottleneck in the future.  
 
The junction is a key connection from Bridgwater to the Strategic Highway Network (the M5). It also forms part of the high-
frequency bus route connecting Taunton and Bridgwater. Sedgemoor District Council’s (SDC) Core Strategy anticipates that 
the South Bridgwater area will accommodate a further 17 hectares (ha) of employment land at Bridgwater Gateway, 
including Somerset County Council’s (SCC) proposed innovation centre.  This site as a whole is anticipated to generate 
2,555 jobs.  In addition to this the remaining 336 dwellings in the South Bridgwater Urban Extension and a potential location 
for a park and ride for Hinkley Point C nuclear power station are close to the junction. The study area is illustrated in Figure 
1, below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The proposed scheme will increase capacity on both of the Taunton Road approaches (northbound and southbound) and on 
the eastern arm which connects the roundabout to the M5, and will introduce part-signalisation in order to improve traffic 

Figure 1: Huntworth Roundabout Location Map 

© Crown Copyright and database right (2014). Ordnance Survey 100038382 
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flow, reduce vehicle delay and manage queue lengths.  A segregated cycle and pedestrian route will be constructed on the 
western side of Taunton Road, including a signalised crossing of Taunton Road on the roundabout’s northern arm, which 
will connect the Bridgwater Gateway site to residential areas of the town and promote safer sustainable travel.  The 
improvement directly ties into SCC’s Local Sustainable Transport Fund project that is currently delivering pedestrian and 
cycle improvements along this route between North Petherton and Bridgwater. The scheme intends to improve accessibility 
to these employment sites and for freight traffic.  A scheme plan can be found in Appendix A.   
 
Before settling with this specific design, several iterations were considered including two other broad options; replacement 
with a gyratory arrangement or a series of connected roundabouts. Both of these would involve significant land-take outside 
the existing highway boundary.  This current design was chosen as the optimum solution in an Options Assessment Report 
carried out in 2011; a key advantage is that it can be carried out entirely within the existing highway land boundary which 
minimises impacts of the scheme.  With further development granted planning permission in South Bridgwater since the 
Options Assessment Report, the design will provide for the capacity required for nearby development sites, and support 
their construction. 
 
The proposal meets objectives of the Heart of the South West (HotSW) Local Transport Board (LTB); in particular to:  

 support the local economy, including new employment, retail and residential developments particularly facilitating 
skills development and innovation; 

 facilitate economic development, by reducing congestion, improving the reliability and predictability of journey times 
and the resilience of the network; and 

 deliver wider social and economic benefits for the community including promoting physical activity and 
consequential health benefits.  

 
The scheme also aligns with objectives of the HotSW Local Enterprise Partnership’s (LEP) Strategic Economic Plan 
including to maximise skills and employment opportunities and to stimulate enterprise and growth. Furthermore, the scheme 
is in accordance with Department for Transport (DfT) priorities to tackle congestion, improve road safety, encourage 
sustainable local travel and promote lower carbon transport.  
 
In terms of local policy, it contributes to achieving the objectives of SCC’s Future Transport Plan and their ‘Moving 
Bridgwater Forward’ Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) programme to deliver sustainable economic growth and to 
reduce carbon emissions.  In addition it aligns with the SDC Core Strategy vision of living sustainably, achieving targets for 
employment land and housing completions during the plan period, being healthy and staying safe; and with Core Strategy 
policies MIP2, D9 and P1.   

Objectives  
Objective 1 

Objective 1 Alleviating Congestion 

Measure of Success 
Overall improved traffic flow and reduced peak-time delays and queue 
lengths (including reduction of queues blocking back to the Junction 24 
roundabout). 

Timescale 
Immediate benefits at time of scheme completion but further benefits 
apparent as additional housing and employment sites are developed.  
Monitoring over five years. 

Indicators 

Data on traffic volumes and travel time will be obtained post-completion of 
scheme from automatic traffic counters (ATCs) and Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR) cameras (provided for Hinkley Point C monitoring), and 
Trafficmaster data (for journey times). 

Dependencies, Risks, Constraints 
Signalisation may introduce vehicle delays during off-peak periods.  Possible 
induced traffic due to capacity improvements. 

 
Objective 2 

Objective 2 Supporting Economic Growth 

Measure of Success 
Enables creation of jobs and increased skill base of local population.  
Improved access for employees and deliveries to local businesses.   

Timescale Immediately benefits current residents and businesses, and helps to enable 
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future developments.  Benefits will be measured five years after completion. 

Indicators 
Data on housing completions and employment land development contained 
in SDC’s planning policy monitoring reports and annual Five-year Housing 
Land Supply Reports. 

Dependencies, Risks, Constraints 

Lack of suitable infrastructure may slow rate of development and prevent 
Core Strategy targets being met. Poor infrastructure may make development 
sites less attractive to develop.  Supporting economic growth through this 
scheme does not guarantee the creation of jobs, as development is 
dependent on a series of factors outside of the control of scheme. 

 
Objective 3 

 
Objective 3 

Safer Travel 

Measure of Success 

Reduction in severity of road collisions at completed signalised roundabout 
over current arrangement. Reducing queue lengths will improve safety at M5 
Junction 24.  Safer travel for cyclists and pedestrians with route segregated 
from general traffic and signalised crossing facility. 

Timescale 
Immediate effect but a five year post-completion monitoring period will be in 
place. 

Indicators Data on accident numbers severity (Stats19 road collision statistics). 

Dependencies, Risks, Constraints 
Anticipated reduction in severity of accidents after signalisation of roundabout 
is based on average trends for different categories of junction.  

 
Summary 

Problems Scheme Objective Organisation’s 
Objective 

Contribution of Scheme Proposal 

1 
Peak-time congestion 
and queuing 

Alleviating 
Congestion  

Living sustainably, 
staying safe, 
being healthy 

Increase capacity and introduce 
signalisation to reduce peak-time delay and 
reduce queues. 

2 Safety issues Safer Travel Staying safe 
Increase capacity and establish segregated 
pedestrian and cycle routes to reduce 
severity of accidents. 

3 

Congestion as 
Constraint on 
employment and 
housing development 

Supporting 
Economic Growth 

Ensuring 
economic well-
being 

Improve accessibility to provide jobs and 
housing and improve skills base; reduce 
journey times to nearby developments 

 

Stakeholders 
The scheme proposal has been developed in the context of Somerset’s Future Transport Plan and Sedgemoor’s Core 
Strategy.  Both documents, and their aims and objectives, were subject to significant consultation.  
 
The County Council as local highway authority has highlighted the cumulative impacts of congestion at the junction arising 
from the multiple development proposals in the area and the Highways Agency has raised concerns about the potential for 
blocking back onto the Junction 24 roundabout. The Highways Agency has previously accepted the principle of schemes 
similar to that now proposed which formed part of planning applications for nearby developments, due in part to the role 
such a scheme would play in reducing the likelihood of traffic blocking back onto the circulatory carriageway of the Junction 
24 roundabout. 
 
The scheme will provide accessibility benefits to existing developments (e.g. Huntworth Industrial Estate, Regional Rural 
Business Centre), those currently under construction (e.g. dwellings at South Bridgwater Strategic Urban Extension) and 
future developments (e.g. Bridgwater Gateway).  These proposed developments rely on the elements of this scheme that 
will provide benefits to stakeholders, and the need for this is apparent in the repeated raising of the scheme during 
consultations for these development applications. 
 
The scheme is anticipated to provide benefits to local residents, employers, employees and bus operators in terms of more 
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reliable journeys through the junction at peak times, including those journeys forming part of the Hinkley Point C 
construction programme in the future.  By virtue of the localised nature of the scheme (within existing highway boundaries) it 
is not anticipated to give rise to significant negative effects on the residents of properties immediately surrounding the site.  
Improved segregated facilities for pedestrians and cyclists are intended to benefit those user groups. Through traffic, 
including bus services operating along Taunton Road (A38), will benefit from reduced delays and improved journey time 
reliability, particularly in peak-time periods.  
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ECONOMICS CASE  

Scheme Name 
Huntworth Roundabout Capacity 
Improvements 

Date January 2015 

Economic Summary Value for Money Category 

PV Benefits (£m) £22.55m  

Very High 
PV Costs (£m) £2.72m 

BCR 8.29 

 

Assessment Approach and Assumptions 
The economic assessment has been carried out in line with the guidance in the DfT’s WebTAG, using the Highways 
Agency’s Project Appraisal Report (PAR) spreadsheet (version 6.4) and outputs from the junction modelling. The PAR has 
been used to convert the journey time savings into economic benefits over a 60 year appraisal period. The modelling 
provides an assessment of delay to vehicles at the junction using the following assessment programs: 
 

 Junctions 8 (ARCADY) – used to model the existing priority controlled roundabout (without-scheme); and  

 LinSig 3.2 – used to model the proposed signal controlled roundabout (with-scheme).  
 
The DfT’s Appraisal Summary Table (AST) has also been used to assess both those impacts that can be monetised and 
those not normally monetised (including economic, environmental, social and public accounts themes), to inform the 
economic case for an intervention. The methodology adopted for assessing the environment themes in WebTAG is set out 
in Appendix B. For the accidents strand of social impacts, the DfT’s COBALT software has been used to forecast changes 
in the severity of accidents, and estimate the monetary value arising from these changes. 
 
A set of supporting documents have been produced to support the economics case. These documents are included as 
appendices as follows: 
 

 Traffic flow diagrams (Appendix C); 

 Development Uncertainty Log, reproduced from Taunton Strategic Traffic Model 3 Forecasting Report (Appendix D); 

 Predicted changes in traffic flows on A38 & M5 (Appendix E) 

 Junction modelling outputs and the summary of the outputs (Appendix F); 

 PAR spreadsheet for Core Growth Scenario (Appendix G); 

 Calculation of Journey Time Saving used in the PAR spreadsheet (Appendix H); 

 Accident analysis (COBALT input and output) (Appendix I); and 

 Uncertainty Log summary update (Appendix J).  
 
A base year (2011) model has been produced for the Huntworth Roundabout to assess the current capacity of the junction 
using the aforementioned modelling software, Junctions 8 (ARCADY). The base year traffic has been obtained from the 
following traffic counts: 
 

 Traffic turning count data at the Huntworth Roundabout, June 2011;  

 ATC data for the A38 Taunton Road, south of the Huntworth Roundabout, September 2014; and 

 ATC data for the roundabout arm leading to the motorway services and Huntworth Business Park, March 2012.  
 
The traffic turning count survey was carried out for a period of 3 hours for AM peak and PM peak periods respectively in 
June 2011. The modelled peak time periods, following data analysis, were 0730 to 0830 for the AM peak and 1630 to 1730 
for the PM peak as these time periods represent the highest flows observed. Inter peak and weekend traffic flows have 
been estimated by applying factors derived from the two ATCs. These factors are determined by the relationship between 
average inter-peak hour / average weekend flows and the average of weekday AM and PM peak flows, and then applied to 
all the arms of the roundabout accordingly.   
 
Appendix C summarises the traffic flows used in the model and the total number of light vehicles (cars) and HGVs are both 
expressed as Passenger Car Units (PCUs).  Use of the PCU is a requirement specified in the LinSig Manual (Section 2.1) 
and is used as the flow unit in the LinSig 3.2 software, as stated above, to test the proposed signalised Huntworth 
Roundabout (with-scheme).  
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A single forecast year of 2028 (assumed design year) has been used in the modelling. Both the chosen future year and the 
forecast future traffic flows have been adopted from the detailed traffic growth methodology used in the Taunton Strategic 
Traffic Model 3 Forecasting Report (2011), the area-wide traffic model prepared using the SATURN program and produced 
to assess the impact of a series of transport projects in 2028. The traffic model forecasts future traffic levels by combining 
data on estimated trip generation from a) committed developments (planning permissions) in the study area at the time, b) 
developments allocated in local plans for the two districts, and c) national traffic growth forecasts derived from the TEMPRO 
database. 
 
The full list of committed developments and local plan allocations in the districts of Sedgemoor & Taunton Deane included 
in the model, and the assumptions made about them, were set out in an uncertainty log in the Forecasting Report. This log 
is reproduced as Appendix D.  
 
It can be seen from the uncertainty log that there is a large quantum of proposed development in the South Bridgwater 
area, which impacts directly on the Huntworth Roundabout and is likely to cause increased traffic on all approaches to the 
roundabout.  Extensive committed developments in the Taunton area, in particular the large Monkton Heathfield urban 
extension, will also impact on both the local and strategic road networks as far north as M5 Junction 23. Due to its location 
straddling the A38, traffic destined for Bridgwater from the Monkton Heathfield urban extension will use the A38 through 
North Petherton. As traffic levels increase on the A38 route and it becomes congested, traffic originating in Taunton and 
destined for Bridgwater will instead re-route onto the M5. This results in additional traffic on the M5 Junction 23 approach to 
the Huntworth Roundabout turning into Bridgwater, and the reverse movement. The predicted changes in traffic flows on 
these two parallel routes is shown on the stick diagrams in Appendix E (Figures E1 to E4) for the AM peak, as an example, 
where routes are highlighted in green and blue respectively to represent predicted positive and negative changes in traffic 
flows in 2028. 

 
Whilst the 2028 SATURN model flows are considered the best available, it is noted that these are likely to understate 
development growth. Construction traffic for the consented Hinkley Point C construction traffic will have a large impact on 
the network in the intervening period, but it is expected that this development will be completed by 2028. In addition, 
development levels are now anticipated to be higher than was assumed at the time of forecasting, as discussed in 
“Uncertainties”, below.  
 
The junction performance with-scheme and without-scheme in 2028 have been assessed using modelling programs 
Junctions 8 (ARCADY) for the current roundabout layout and LinSig 3.2 for the future year proposed signalised layout. The 
outputs from the modelling are presented in Appendix F with summaries of the junction capacity in the base year 2011 and 
in the future year 2028 setting out scenarios with-scheme and without-scheme.  
 
The scheme economic benefits have been calculated using the Highways Agency’s PAR spreadsheet (Appendix G) for a 
60 year appraisal period and presented in 2010 prices / discounted to 2010 values. In the spreadsheet, Time saved per 
vehicle in period is the difference in queuing delays between the forecast year (proposed) and base year (existing). The 
method used is described in the following paragraphs, and the calculations are set out in Appendix H. Queuing delay is the 
average delay per arriving vehicle experienced during four assessed time periods: the AM peak period (0800-0900), the PM 
peak period (1700-1800); an inter-peak period (1300-1400) and a weekend period (1000-1600).   
 
For the existing roundabout, queuing delays are extracted from the ARCADY model output (Results Summary for whole 
modelled period table, from Appendix D) and calculated using a demand-weighted average method, namely, the traffic flow 
(Average Demand) is multiplied by the Average Queuing Delay on each approach, which is then summed for the junction 
and divided by the total number of vehicles passing through the junction. 
 
For the proposed roundabout, queuing delays are extracted from the LinSig model output (Network Results table, also from 
Appendix D) and calculated using Total Delay Over All Lanes divided by the total number of vehicles passing through the 
network.  Since values are expressed as PCU, a conversion factor of 1.1 is used to calculate a queuing delay in seconds 
per vehicle. This is based on the assumption that, for the forecast year, HGVs represent 10% of the total traffic and thus a 
PCU factor of 1 for cars and 2 for HGVs is used. 
 
The forecast change in terms of accidents has been assessed using the DfT’s COBALT software (Appendix I).  As per the 
PAR User Notes

1
 for a ‘Conception’ scheme without a risk assessment, an optimism bias of 10% has been applied. 

 
1 http://assets.highways.gov.uk/specialist-information/guidance-and-best-practice-value-management/PARUserNotes64.pdf Table C.1 

http://assets.highways.gov.uk/specialist-information/guidance-and-best-practice-value-management/PARUserNotes64.pdf
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Key Risks, Sensitivities and Uncertainties 
The Core Growth Scenario represents the most likely outcome and assumes the full implementation of the proposed 
development set out in the uncertainty log plus the proposed signalisation scheme, in this case tested for 2028.  
 
The outputs from this scenario are presented below.  
 

Scenario 
 Benefits 

BCR 
Travel Time  VOC Indirect Tax Accidents Total 

Core 
Scenario 

£21.91m Not assessed Not assessed £637,000 £22.55m 8.29 

 
SCC has considered the uncertainty relating to the rate and location of development and uncertainty regarding 
economics and demographic changes in the study area. As the assumptions about the amount, location and certainty 
of major developments thought likely to come forward during the model period to 2028 across the model area (the two 
districts of Sedgemoor & Taunton Deane) were prepared in 2010/2011, a check was undertaken to establish what had 
changed in the intervening years in Sedgemoor and north Taunton (the areas in the model closest to the Huntworth 
Roundabout). A summary update table has been prepared which explains: 

 Whether new sites have come forward since the 2011 Forecasting Report; 

 Whether more (or less) development is considered likely to come forward as compared with the assumptions 
made in relation to the sites in the 2011 Forecasting Report; and 

 Whether it is now more (or less) certain that sites in the 2011 Forecasting Report will be developed due, for 
example, to planning permission being granted in the intervening years.  

 
The table is included as Appendix J. Several new sites have come forward which were not anticipated at the time of 
the Forecasting Report, including Brue Farm, Highbridge (permission granted for 550 dwellings) and the Broad 
Direction for Strategic Employment (the 25ha allocation proposed for south-east of M5 J25, set out in the preferred 
options report of Taunton Deane’s Sites & Development Management Policies Development Plan Document);  

 A significant number of the sites which were included in the report now have a greater degree of certainty that 
they will come forward within the model period to 2028, such as through recent grant of planning permission 
(employment land at Bridgwater Gateway Phase 1, residential development at the Wilstock White Land site), 
or because they have already been completed;  

 2,095 dwellings and 98,45sqm of employment floorspace has already been completed on major sites 
between 2010 and April 2014; and 

 A further 5,920 dwellings can be categorised as having the highest likelihood of being constructed (‘near 
certain’ in the uncertainty log); and significantly more employment development is now categorised as being 
‘near certain’ or more than likely’ (a change from 14ha in 2010 to 93ha now).  

 
The review gives confidence that alternative lower growth scenarios are highly unlikely. Indeed it has been shown 
that, were the SATURN forecast to be re-run using up-to-date development assumptions, the level of development in 
the immediate vicinity of the site would be even greater, with commensurate increases in anticipated traffic demand. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Appraisal Summary Table 
The Appraisal Summary Table (AST) reviews both the quantifiable economic impacts of the scheme and a range of other 
environmental, social and public accounts impacts. This is presented in full in Appendix K, along with the relevant 
worksheets, in Appendix L, but key impacts are summarised as below; the remaining impacts are considered neutral 
overall. 

   

Impacts Positive Impacts not Included in BCR Scale of Impact 
Journey times - business users 
and transport providers  

Improvements in travel time will occur  Slight beneficial 

Reliability impact on Business 
users 

Improved journey time reliability for business travellers, including 
for commuters 

Slight beneficial 

Wider Impacts (Economy) 
Increase in economic activity resulting in output change. A value 
has been attributed to one of the three elements which 

Slight beneficial 
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collectively comprise ‘wider benefits’ – see AST 

Air Quality 
Improvements to traffic flow through junction, leading to better 
vehicle efficiency.  Construction traffic and dust may cause a 
temporary adverse effect 

Slight beneficial 

Greenhouse Gases A slight benefit due to the reasons stated for air quality above Slight beneficial 

Journey times - Commuting/ 
Other users  

Journey time improvements and monetary benefits Slight beneficial 

Reliability impact on commuting 
and other users  

Improvements to overall reliability for those using the junction, 
including for non-motorised users 

Slight beneficial  

Journey Quality Improvements for all modes of travel Slight beneficial 
Accidents Reduction in accident severity Slight beneficial 

Affordability 
Personal operating cost savings for vehicle users, due to shorter 
journey times, and from users shifting travel modes to cycling 
and walking 

Slight beneficial 

Severance 

Provision of improved crossings for pedestrians and cyclists 
brings particular benefits to non-car households, older people, 
children and disabled people where cycle/pedestrian movements 
are currently inhibited by congestion and queuing 

Slight beneficial 

 

Impacts Negative Impacts not Included in BCR Scale of Impact 
None N/A N/A 

 

Delivery of Development Houses 
Jobs / 

Employment 
Floorspace 

Retail Floorspace 

Development delivered / unlocked by scheme  973 dwellings
1
 1,700 jobs

3
 N/A 

Development that scheme would contribute to 
delivering 

4,418 dwellings
2
  5,515 jobs

4
 16,000sqm

5
 

Notes 
1 Dwellings directly delivered at the junction (292 Gateway Phase 2 plus 681 from Willstock) 
2 Core Strategy dwelling requirement during plan period 2006 to 2026 (10,100) minus completions between 01/04/2006 to 31/03/2014 (4,709)  and minus 
dwellings directly unlocked. 
3 Jobs at Bridgwater Gateway  
4 Core Strategy jobs requirement during plan period 2006 to 2026 (9,620) less 25% to account for assumed development between 2006 and 2014 minus 
Bridgwater Gateway. 
5 Core Strategy proposals for Bridgwater town centre 
Sources: Sedgemoor Adopted Core Strategy 2011 and Sedgemoor 5-Year Land Supply Report 2015-2020 

Value for Money Statement 
The Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) is based on the impacts on the economy, society, environment and public accounts which 
would arise from the scheme, compared to a scenario without the scheme.  For the Huntworth scheme a traffic growth of 
43.5% has been assumed (referred to as the Core Growth scenario). This is based on a 60 year assessment period from 
the base year of 2010, assuming zero growth from 2025 onwards.  
 
Taking into account only the journey time savings, the Present Value of Benefits (PVB) has been calculated as £21.91m for 
the Core Growth scenario.  The Present Value of Costs (PVC) is £2.72m. The initial BCR for this scheme is 8.06 for the 
Core Growth scenario. Taking into consideration the accident benefits in addition to the journey time savings, the revised 
BCR improves for both scenarios; 8.29 for Core Growth.  The Value for Money (VfM) category (as defined by the DfT) for 
the Core Growth scenario is Very High since the BCR is greater than 4.0.  For every £1.00 of expenditure on the scheme, it 
will generate a benefit worth £8.29. 
The value for money of the scheme is directly related to the delivery of the development; whilst it is unlikely should a 
significantly lower level of development come forward this will impact the realisation of the forecast benefits. Of particular 
note would be the off-peak period where the introduction of traffic signals would cause delays to vehicles that would not 
have been delayed without the improvement.  In this instance SCC would consider amending the operation of the signals 
such that they are only active during the peak periods; the layout of the junction would not have to be altered to 
accommodate this change.  
 
The scheme brings no significant social or distributional impacts; the AST in Appendix K shows that all impacts have a 
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neutral effect or a slight beneficial impact.  These non-monetised benefits therefore give an overall positive impact not taken 
into account in the BCR value. In the Core Growth scenario delay times would be reduced for vehicles.  The scheme is not 
considered to affect overall accident numbers, the proportions of each accident severity will change; there will be fewer fatal 
and serious accidents and more slight accidents.   
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FINANCIAL CASE  

Scheme Name 
HUNTWORTH ROUNDABOUT CAPACITY 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Date January 2015 

Summary Financials 

Overall Cost of 
Scheme 

£2.91m 
LTB 
Contribution 

£1.91m 
Available 
Budget 

£ 1m 
Contingent 
Liabilities 

£0.85m 

Scheme Costs 

Main Expenditure Items (include 
project income separately)  (£m) 

Previous 
years 

FY 15/16 FY 16/17 FY 17/18 FY 18/19 FY 19/20 FY 20/21 Total 

Scheme preparation costs including design 
and project management 

0.075 0.025      0.100 

Land and compensation including Part 1 
claims 

0 0      0 

Works construction including stats costs 
(including risk and optimism bias) 

0 2.76      2.760 

Site supervision and other external costs 0 0.05      0.050 

TOTAL COST 0.075 2.835      2.910 

Budgetary Impact Summary 

Forecast Net Budget profile (£m) Previous 
years 

FY 15/16 FY 16/17 FY 17/18 FY 18/19 FY 19/20 FY 20/21 Total 

Total Required Budget         
Total Local Contribution (Secured)  1.00       
Total Local Contribution (Unsecured)         
Total LTB Requirement  0.075 1.835       

Anticipated Funding & Financing Arrangements 
SCC would be looking to reclaim development costs from previous years from the LTB contribution.  
Developer contributions have been secured through s106 agreements; Appendix M provides updated information from Sedgemoor District Council regarding the current position of 
these contributions. Discussions are on-going with developers but support for the Huntworth Roundabout proposals has been received.  Evidence is presented in Appendix N that 
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Sedgemoor District Council are actively engaging with developers to seek payment of the contribution. 

Financial Risks 
These risks below will be reviewed on a regular basis and re-evaluated. The project requires financial contributions from developers who are already signatories to s106 
agreements stipulating contributions for works to be undertaken at this junction. Work is underway to mitigate the risk should the contributions not be in place to fit in with the 
construction timescale of the project. No risk sharing arrangements have been considered. 

 
The key financial or funding risks that have been identified are:  

Risk Mitigation status Calculated Risk 
Value 

Design changes Undertake further investigations and complete detailed design £0.025m 

Previously unidentified utility apparatus discovered Undertake trial holes in areas of proposed new carriageway construction £0.300m 

Programme Interface issues with utility companies Liaison and early coordination with utility companies £0.100m 

Emergency call-outs disrupt utility works Liaise with utility companies £0.050m 

Accidents / incidents on highway network disrupt construction 
programme 

Build in float to construction programme where possible 
£0.050m 

Coordination with other works on both the local and strategic 
highway network 

Early and continued liaison with local highway authority and Highways Agency 
street works team 

£0.200m 

Construction delay caused by risks on the risk register Assumes a cost of £30k per week for delays to critical path activities £0.120m 

 
 

Additional Notes 
None 
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COMMERCIAL CASE  

Scheme Name Huntworth Roundabout Capacity Improvements  Date January 2015 

Introduction 
The key output from this project is the completion of the required highway improvements to programme and to budget. The 
programme also needs to ensure that the works are undertaken safely and with as little disruption to the travelling public as 
possible. 
 
Success of the project will also be measured against reduction in congestion, the support given to economic growth, 
reduction in carbon emissions achieved and safer travel.  

Capability, Skills and Evidence of Previous Project Delivery 
The design, procurement and construction supervision will be managed through the Engineering Design Team of SCC 
whose Service Manager is Richard Needs. Richard will act as the Project Manager through the detailed design and 
construction process. Richard has undertaken similar roles on a number of Major Schemes within Somerset, including 
North West Taunton Transport package, Taunton Gateway (Park & Ride), Taunton Third Way and more recently the 
Taunton Northern Inner Distributor Road. 
 
SCC’s Engineering Design Team will be supported during the design and site supervision phase as necessary using 
additional / specialist resources available through the County Council’s Engineering Consultancy – Top Up Contract. 
 
The project team made up of professionals from the Engineering Design Team and Engineering Consultancy Contract, will 
be tasked with the following: 

 Detailed Design; 

 Land Acquisition; 

 Preparation of detailed Specification; 

 Task Order Preparation; 

 Contract Award; and 

 Site Supervision. 

Procurement Strategy & Sourcing Options 
Given the scheme value it is intended that the procurement will be through our contract for the provision of highways 
maintenance works. This contract is in place until April 2016 and was a competitive process under European Union 
procurement rules.  

Financing Arrangements and Payment Mechanisms 
The contract will be let via a task order and it is intended that this will be on a target cost basis.   
  
Utility diversion costs will generally be paid in advance under provisions in the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 
which will provide an 18% discount provided that 75% of the estimated costs are paid in advance of the works being 
undertaken. 

Risk Allocation and Transfer 
The risks associated with compensation events will be borne by SCC as the employer under the contract. All other risks 
associated with the construction works which are not defined as compensation events will be carried by the contractor. 
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MANAGEMENT CASE 

Scheme Name Huntworth Roundabout Capacity Improvements Date January 2015 

Introduction 
This Management Case describes the management capability of SCC and outlines the proposed management structure 
and processes of the project. It demonstrates that the management provision for the project is considered robust and 
provides confidence that the successful delivery of the project can be achieved.  
 
The management processes described are established and proven having been applied to similar projects previously 
undertaken by SCC. The project is considered to be achievable as the deliverables (highway improvement works) are 
familiar to the County Council who have a track record of implementing such projects. The structure of the Council supports 
the delivery of highway improvement works projects and Council officers have experience in the delivery of such projects. In 
addition, the Council can use the support of its engineering consultants through a framework agreement to support the 
delivery of projects. Project risk assessments have been undertaken which identified that the project is deliverable. They 
are attached as Appendix O. 

Governance, Organisational Structure & Roles 

Senior Responsible 
Owner (SRO) 

Michele Cusack Project Manager Richard Needs 

The project has both an identified SRO and a project manager. The SRO would be Michele Cusack, Economic and 
Community Infrastructure Operations Director at Somerset County Council who will be ultimately responsible for the project. 
 
The project manager would be Richard Needs, Service Manager, Engineering Design, at SCC. Richard Needs is a 
Chartered Engineer and was project manager for the Taunton Third Way, Taunton Gateway and is currently project 
manager for the Taunton Northern Inner Distributor Road and Yeovil Eastern Corridor schemes. The project manager 
would be responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the scheme on behalf of the SRO. 
 
A corporate board exists in the form of the Council’s Highway Schemes and Improvements Board. This board meets 
monthly to address issues raised across the entire county highway schemes and improvements programme. The Highway 
Schemes and Improvement Board includes the County Council’s Cabinet Members for Highways & Transport and 
Business, Inward Investment & Policy. 
 
A project board would be developed that meets monthly to address issues raised by the Project Manager and to hold the 
delivery of the scheme to account. The project board would include the SRO, project manager, other appropriate service 
managers and external representatives if appropriate. The members of the project board would be reviewed as the project 
progresses through various stages of delivery so that board members with appropriate responsibility and roles can 
influence the project adequately.  
 
The composition of both the Highway Schemes and Improvement Board and the provisional project board are shown in the 
following table. 

 
Member Key Roles and Responsibilities Resourced 

Corporate Board 
(Highways Schemes and 
Improvement Board) 

  

Harvey Siggs Cabinet Member for Highways and Transport SCC 

David Hall Cabinet Member for Business Inward Investment & Policy SCC 

Paula Hewitt 
Lead Commissioner for Economic and Community 
Infrastructure (Director) 

SCC 

Michele Cusack 
Economic & Community Infrastructure Operations 
Director 

SCC 

Project Board   

Michele Cusack 
Economic & Community Infrastructure Operations 
Director (SRO) 

SCC 
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Phil Lowndes Strategic Manager: Traffic and Transport Development SCC 

Richard Needs Service Manager: Engineering Design (Project Manager) SCC 
Mike O’Dowd Jones Strategic Commissioning Manager: Highways and Transport SCC 
Jamie Walker Service Manager: Place Commercial and Procurement SCC 
Nick Cowling Service Manager: Transporting Programmes SCC 
Phil Adams Service Manager:  Economic Development & Affordable Housing SDC 

The project organisation chart for implementing the project, highlighting key project roles and links between the roles, is 
shown below: 

 
 

Are governance arrangements in place? Yes 

Risk Management Strategy 
 
The key risks that have been identified are:  

Risk Mitigation status Calculated Risk Value 

Utility Diversions Early Engagement with Utility Companies  £0.3m 

 
The risk and issues log (attached as Appendix P) follows the Red-Amber-Green (RAG) assessment methodology matrix 
which considers both impact and likelihood. All the risks within the register are either designated as a ‘green risk’ at the 
outset or can be mitigated to ‘green risks’. The remaining risk which is an amber level risk at the outset is associated with 
utility diversions; if they are not completed to programme this could introduce both delay and increased costs into the 
scheme. This can be mitigated by early engagement with the utility companies in order to provide accurate and robust costs 
and timescale estimates. Whilst this will mitigate the risk to some extent, it will not be able to mitigate it wholly and as a 
result it remains identified as an amber risk. 

Has a risk management strategy/plan been completed?  Yes 

Have key risks been identified and managed? Yes 
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Project Plan 
The Programme is set out below and the Project Plan is attached as Appendix Q. 
 

 Jan 2015 – Early Contractor Involvement – Skanska / Engineering Design team 

 Jan / Feb 2015 – Liaison with Utility Companies 

 Jan / Feb 2015 – Liaison with Highways Agency over TM – Engineering Design Team / Skanska 

 Jan / Feb 2015 – Road Space Bookings – Engineering Design team 

 Jan / Feb 2015 – Issue orders to Utility Companies 

 Jan / Feb 2015 – Issue Task order to Skanska 

 Feb 2015 – Issue Order for signals procurement 

 Mar 2015 – Confirm construction cost 

 Apr 2015 – Commence construction 

 Oct 2015 – Complete construction 

 

Communications and Stakeholder Management 
A communications and stakeholder management plan is attached as Appendix R. 
 
The key stakeholders are identified as: 

 SDC; 

 Highways Agency  

 Parish Councils, including North Petherton Parish Council;  

 Local developers; 

 General public; 

 Utility companies; and 

 Local businesses. 

Assurance & Approvals Plan 
Project Approvals 
The approval stages include scrutiny of the business cases by the LTB officer group and their Independent Technical 
Advisor. 
 
The business case needs to be approved by the LTB at the February 2015 meeting.   
. 
Approval for SCC to submit the business case is required from the Cabinet Member for Highways and Transport. 
 
Approval for the implementation of the project and project decisions will be undertaken in accordance with the Council’s 
scheme of delegation and decision-making processes. 
 
Project Assurance 
An external representative will undertake project assurance duties as part of a role on the project board. This role will be 
undertaken by the Service Manager:  Economic Development & Affordable Housing at SDC.  

Key Issues for Implementation 
The key implementation issue relates to drawing down the secured the developer contributions. Somerset County Council 
is currently working with Sedgemoor District Council to fully secure these payments in time for the proposed construction 
start date in 2015. 
 
In addition there will need to be careful co-ordination between SCC and the Highways Agency regarding the traffic 
management regime that is enacted. SCC and the Highways Agency are currently in discussion to ensure that an 
appropriate traffic management plan is arranged.  

Contract Management 
The Project Manager will provide continuity from scheme development, through detailed design, task order assembly, and 
construction to final delivery sign-off. This approach has proved successful on the previous major schemes and other 
schemes which Somerset have implemented over the last 10 years. 

Benefits Realisation Plan 
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Benefits realisation plan is set out overleaf. 
 

Benefit Indicator When Type Data Requirement Risk 

Alleviate 
Congestion 

Improved 
traffic flows 
and reduced 
peak-time 
delay and 
queues 

From 
completion of 
the scheme 

Quantitative  

Data on traffic 
volumes and travel 
time through the 
junction. 

Induced traffic from 
capacity improvements 
and increased traffic 
associated with 
development delivery. 

Support 
Economic 
Growth 

Delivery of 
housing and 
employment 
land 

Five years 
post-
completion 

Quantitative 

Data on housing 
and employment 
land completions 
from SDC 

General economic slow-
down 

Safer Travel  
Completion of 
facilities  

On 
completion of 
the scheme 

Quantitative 

Data on accident 
severity (Stats19 
road collision 
statistics) and ATC 
data. 

Number of accidents may 
increase although rate 
and overall severity 
reduce. 

 

Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
A Monitoring and Evaluation Report will be issued six years after opening (covering monitoring undertaken during the first 
five years). This will monitor progress against the defined objectives. 
 
In terms of reducing congestion this will be monitored using data on traffic volumes and travel time through the junction. 
This is based on Trafficmaster journey time data provided by DfT, with journey times analysed along specified routes 
passing through the junction. This can be supplemented by data from ANPR cameras in place to monitor Hinkley Point C 
construction. The analysis will also need to take into account any changes in flow, and permanent ATCs are in place on 
several arms of the junction which can be used for this purpose. 
Baseline figures will be collected before commencement of the scheme. This will be monitored over a five year period, in 
years 1, 3 and 5 post-completion. 
  
In terms of Supporting Economic Growth this will be reviewed through a desktop study, reviewing data routinely collected 
by SDC. Data on housing and employment land completions in the vicinity of the junction will be obtained from SDC, with 
baseline data will be collected prior to scheme commencement.  This will be monitored over a five year period, in years 1, 3 
and 5 post-completion. 
 
In terms of reducing carbon emissions this will be monitored over a five year period, in years 1, 3 and 5 post-completion 
using the DfT’s Local Authority Basic Carbon Tool. This analysis requires the journey time information (from Trafficmaster 
data) and traffic flows (from ATC data) also used for analysing congestion. Baseline data will be collected prior to scheme 
commencement.   
 
In terms of safer travel accident data will be monitored over a five year period, in years 1, 3 and 5 post-completion, utilising 
data on accident severity (Stats19 road collision statistics, from SCC’s Road Safety Team) and ATC data. This will 
determine whether there is a statistically significant change in the number or severity of accidents after implementation. 
Based on the COBALT analysis a change in the number of accidents is not expected but there is likely to be a reduction in 
severity. Baseline information will also be gathered prior to scheme commencement. 
 
These will be monitored and reported on by SCC’s Data Collection Team. A full Monitoring and Evaluation Plan will be 
developed by the team to ensure that the methodology is robust. 
 

Contingency Plan 
In terms of financial risks an element of contingency is included in the costing, in terms of managing and mitigating risk this 
is detailed in the risk management strategy.  If currently unforeseen risks to the project occur that cannot be managed 
within the risk management or financial contingency framework then these will be raised through the project structure to the 
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Sponsoring Group with recommendations of action from the Project Board. With decisions taken in line with SCC’s Scheme 
of Delegation.  

 


